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Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 1 - Kazuo Koike 2013-06-04
A samurai epic of staggering proportions, the acclaimed Lone Wolf and
Cub begins its second life at Dark Horse Manga with new, larger editions
of over 700 pages, value priced. The brilliant storytelling of series
creator Kazuo Koike and the groundbreaking cinematic visuals of Goseki
Kojima create a graphic-fiction masterpiece of beauty, fury, and thematic
power.
New Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 9 - Kazuo Koike 2016-06-21
Matsudaira Izu-no-kami, masquerading as the lord of Satsuma, has
learned there is only one sword school in all Japan that can possibly
defeat Togo Shigekata's Jigen-ryu. Matsudaira calls out the legendary
Satsuma Osenshi cavalry to test these mysterious Taisha-ryu warrirors-with their lives! Kazuo Koike's Lone Wolf and Cub is an acclaimed
masterpiece of graphic fiction, and New Lone Wolf and Cub is the longawaited sequel to this groundbreaking manga. Illustrated by Hideki Mori
and translated by Dana Lewis.
Lone Wolf and Cub: Talisman of Hades - Kazuo Koike 2000
A stoic Ronin wanders the countryside of ancient Japan, carting his small
child in a vessel that more than meets the eye, with a banner to
advertise: son for hire, sword for hire.
Lone Wolf and Cub Vol. 7: Cloud Dragon, Wind Tiger - Kazuo Koike
2000
A stoic Ronin wanders the countryside of ancient Japan, carting his small
child in a vessel that more than meets the eye, with a banner to
advertise: son for hire, sword for hire.
Lone Wolf and Cub Vol. 8: Chains of Death - Kazuo Koike 2001
A stoic Ronin wanders the countryside of ancient Japan, carting his small
child in a vessel that more than meets the eye, with a banner to
advertise: son for hire, sword for hire.
Lone Wolf and Cub - Kazuo Koike 2000
It's the end of the long path the ronin father and son have been on since
the boy's birth. Through unimaginable violence and bad weather, across
hundreds of miles of blood-soaked roadbeds, over years of tragedy and
anguish, to this final 320 pages of still-epic story, Itto and Daigoro have
kept us holding on to what little hope exists in a world where honor is all
but forgotten and warriors are obsolete. It's a bloody battle all the way to
the finish, with dramatic twists and turns right up to the final page. Stay
with us as we conclude the translation of what will always be considered
one of the finest examples of comic-book mastery ever created, Lone
Wolf and Cub.
Lady Snowblood - Kazuo Koike 2014-11-19
From the pen of Kazuo Koike, of Lone Wolf and Cub fame, comesLady
Snowblood. A story of pure vengeance, Lady Snowblood tells the tale of a
daughter born of a singular purpose, to avenge the death of her family at
the hands of a gang of thugs, a purpose woven into her soul from the
time of her gestation. Beautifully drafted and full of bloody, sexy action,
Lady Snowblood lives up to its title and reputation. • From Kazuo Koike,
writer of Lone Wolf and Cub, Crying Freeman, and Samurai Executioner.
FOR MATURE READERS
Lone Wolf and Cub: The flute of the fallen tiger - 小池一雄 1987

their final confrontation. As torrential rains pound Edo, Yagyu's forces
race to find Ittō before a boatload of explosives provides the Lone Wolf
the means to destroy the Yagyu, once and for all! Created by Kazuo
Koike and Goseki Kojima, Lone Wolf and Cub has sold over a million
copies of its first Dark Horse English-language editions, and this
acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger
format, value-priced editions.
New Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 8 - Kazuo Koike 2016-03-22
The last of the Kurokuwa ninja--all but wiped out by Ōgami Ittō, the late
Lone Wolf--has seen through Mamiya Rinzo's conspiracy to control the
shogun with potent drugs. But when she tries to stop the plot, she finds
herself being used as a pawn in Rinzo's final assault on rogue swordsman
Togo Shigekata, Togo's young "cub" Daigoro--and on his own renegade
daughter! Kazuo Koike's Lone Wolf and Cub is an acclaimed masterpiece
of graphic fiction, and New Lone Wolf and Cub is the long-awaited sequel
to this groundbreaking manga. Illustrated by Hideki Mori and translated
by Dana Lewis.
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 7 - Kazuo Koike 2015-01-20
Yagyu Retsudo will stop at nothing to kill Itto Ogami--even sending his
last child and only daughter to kill the Lone Wolf while keeping the
vendetta quiet. And if his daughter can't finish the job quietly, Retsudo is
prepared to take his feud public and offer a reward for Itto that should
have every bounty hunter, ronin, and peasant out for Itto's head! Created
by Kazuo Koike and Goseki Kojima, Lone Wolf and Cub has sold over a
million copies of its first Dark Horse English-language editions, and this
acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger
format, value-priced editions.
Accel World, Vol. 1 (manga) - Reki Kawahara 2014-09-23
No matter how much the times change, bullied kids aren't going
anywhere. And fat junior high school student Haruyuki is one of them.
But one day, Haruyuki encounters Kuroyukihime, the most beautiful and
elegant girl at school, who gives him a mysterious program: "Brain
Burst"...and the secret of the "Accelerated World." He may be at the
bottom of the food chain at school, but Haruyuki and his destiny begin to
"accelerate" with incredible speed in the virtual realm as he aims for the
top!! The manga adaptation of Reki Kawahara's wildly popular Accel
World light novel series follows in the footsteps of its predecessor,
bringing you a futuristic coming-of-age tale about the potential that lies
within all of us!
Lone Wolf and Cub Vol. 1: The Assassin's Road - Kazuo Koike 2000
Dark Horse Comics is proud to present one of the authentic landmarks in
graphic fiction, Lone Wolf and Cub, to be published in its entirety for the
first time in America. An epic samurai adventure of staggering
proportions -- over 7000 pages -- Lone Wolf and Cub (Kozure Okami in
Japan) is acknowledged worldwide for the brilliant writing of series
creator Kazuo Koike and the groundbreaking cinematic visuals of the late
Goseki Kojima, creating unforgettable imagery of stark beauty, kinetic
fury, and visceral thematic power that influenced a generation of visual
storytellers both in Japan and in the West. Don't miss this monumental
monthly release, twenty-eight volumes, with each collection
approximately 300 pages! This volume includes the following stories: Son
for Hire, Sword for Hire A Father Knows His Child's Heart, as Only a
Child Can Know His Father's From North to South, From East to West
Baby Cart on the River Styx Suio School Zanbato Waiting for the Rains
Eight Gates of Deceit Wings to the Birds, Fangs to the Beast The
Assassin's Road
Path of the Assassin - Kazuo Koike 2014-07-01
Koike and Kojima's story of the famed ninja, Hanzo Hattori and his trials
and tribulations protecting the shogun-to-be, Tokugawa Ieyasu. Each
page builds upon the relationship between the two warrirors and the
women they love. Path of the Assassin, printed in the same size format as
Lone Wolf and Cub and Samurai Executioner, this title is a wonderful
addition to the Koike and Kojima samurai collection. • Published in the

Mob Psycho 100 - ONE 2019-10-08
From the creator of One-Punch Man! In a showdown with Black Vinegar
Middle School's shadow gang leader, Teru, Mob sticks to his policy of
nonviolence and refrains from using his powers--and gets knocked out!
The fight seems over for Mob...but something then awakens in Mob,
beyond the confines of his conscious mind! And in the aftermath, a new
story develops with Ritsu, Mob's conflicted younger brother who enjoys
the social success Mob desires...yet still longs for what Mob has that
Ritsu lacks--psychic power!
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 10 - Kazuo Koike 2015-10-27
Like leaves circling a maelstrom, Ogami Ittō and his mortal enemy,
Yagyū Retsudō, are drawn inexorably by currents of vengeance toward
lone-wolf-and-cub-omnibus-volume-1
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original Japanese format and unretouched which keeps the art intact. •
This is a fifteen-volume story starring the legendary ninja and Kill Bill
reference Hanzo Hattori. FOR MATURE READERS.
Lone Wolf and Cub Vol. 4: The Bell Warden - Kazuo Koike 2000
A stoic Ronin wanders the countryside of ancient Japan, carting his small
child in a vessel that more than meets the eye, with a banner to
advertise: son for hire, sword for hire.
Rats Saw God - Rob Thomas 2013-03-05
Having failed English, eighteen-year-old Steve York must generate a
paper to get credit and chooses to write about his years in high school,
during which he experienced his first love and struggled with family
relationships.
Lone Wolf and Cub Vol. 5: Black Wind - Kazuo Koike 2001
A stoic Ronin wanders the countryside of ancient Japan, carting his small
child in a vessel that more than meets the eye, with a banner to
advertise: son for hire, sword for hire.
Lone wolf & cub. Omnibus - Kazuo Koike 2020

interests will stop at nothing to obtain Daisy, and Itto will go to any
length to protect her and gain his vengeance. Lone Wolf 2100 is a
science-fiction re-imagining of the classic manga series Lone Wolf and
Cub, produced in association with creator Kazuo Koike.
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 6 - Kazuo Koike 2014-10-14
Separated from his son while battling Yagu assassins, Itto Ogami's
mission of retribution heats to a boil as he cuts through any obstacle to
find his missing child. But little Daigoro, though a mere toddler, is the
son of the most formidable and resourcefull samurai in the land. Though
alone in a cruel world, Daigoro has the heart of a warrior! Created by
Kazuo Koike and Goseki Kojima, Lone Wolf and Cub has sold over a
million copies of its first Dark Horse English-language editions, and this
acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now available in larger
format, value-priced editions.
Lone Wolf and Cub: The will of the fang - Kazuo Koike 2000
A stoic Ronin wanders the countryside of ancient Japan, carting his small
child in a vessel that more than meets the eye, with a banner to
advertise: son for hire, sword for hire.
I am a Hero Omnibus Volume 3 - Kengo Hanazawa 2017-04-25
Hideo and his new ward, young Hiromi, head out of the desolate forest
they've been hiding in, hoping to find refuge at a local shrine. Once
there, however, they soon realize that populated areas are just as
dangerous as the haunted woods they've left! A new ally may help them
find a safe place to hole up again--but one quick, deadly bite could
threaten all of their lives! Collecting two of the original Japanese volumes
into each Dark Horse edition, this value-priced excursion into the world's
weirdest zombie apocalypse is not to be missed! "I Am a Hero is probably
the greatest zombie manga ever. It has the slow buildup of a
psychological horror manga, but when the zombies hit, they hit hard, and
the manga accelerates into volumes-long fight-or-flight sequences that
seem like they'll never stop." -Jason Thompson (Manga: The Complete
Guide) "... an amazing story that puts it firmly in my Must Read list of
manga. If you like zombie stories and are curious as to what other
countries might have to offer to the genre, trust me when I say, you do
not want to skip this one." -Kotaku
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 4 - Kazuo Koike 2014-05-20
Once the loyal and respected retainer of the shogun and now a discraced
exile, master swordsman Ogami Itto travels a path of vengeance with his
young son, Daigoro. As the authors of the honorable Itto’s fall, the Yagyu
clan will stop at nothing to bury their secret treachery, and Itto will stop
at nothing to bury the Yagyu! Created by Kazuo Koike and Goseki
Kojima, Lone Wolf and Cub has sold over a million copies of its first Dark
Horse English-language editions, and this acclaimed masterpiece of
graphic fiction is now available in larger format, value-priced editions.
New Lone Wolf and Cub Volume 6 - Kazuo Koike 2015-09-29
Fighting for survival against Ushikudonki ninja, Tōgō Shigekata is
unaware that a warship sails north to ensure he will never reach Edo
Castle. But Tōgō's charge, young Daigoro, has been trained by the
swordmaster and will for the first time demonstrate his skills in combat .
. . and draw his first blood! Created by Kazuo Koike and Goseki Kojima,
Lone Wolf and Cub has sold over a million copies of its first Dark Horse
English-language editions, and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic
fiction is now available in larger format, value-priced editions.
Satoshi Kon's Opus - Satoshi Kon 2014-12-09
Brilliant anime director Satoshi Kon (Paprika, Paranoia Agent, Tokyo
Godfathers, Millennium Actress, Perfect Blue) died tragically young in
2010 at the age of forty-six. But before he became a director, he was a
manga artist, and Dark Horse is honored to remember Kon with the
release of Satoshi Kon’s OPUS, an omnibus collection of a two-volume
manga from 1996, created by Kon on the eve of his first film. OPUS
contains the mastery of both realism and surrealism that would make
Kon famous in Perfect Blue, as a manga artist planning a shocking
surprise ending to his story gets literally pulled into his own work—to
face for himself what he had planned for his characters! * Satoshi Kon
was a Time magazine 2010 Person of the Year. * Kon was eulogized by
director Darren Aronofsky. * Kon was a chief assistant to Katsuhiro
Otomo on the Akiramanga.
Path of the Assassin Volume 15: One Who Rules the Dark - Kazuo Koike
2016-03-23
Koike and Kojima's tale of how the ninja Hattori Hanzo helped Tokugawa
Ieyasu become the shogun who united Japan is in its fifteenth and final
volume. All of the action, suspense, political intrigue, and love will come
to an end. But before Ieyasu can claim his position, there will be much
misery, murder, and tragedy on this already blood-soaked road. The path
to the shogunate is a long and arduous journey, made easier by such a

Lone Wolf and Cub: Heaven and earth - Kazuo Koike 2000
A stoic Ronin wanders the countryside of ancient Japan, carting his small
child in a vessel that more than meets the eye, with a banner to
advertise: son for hire, sword for hire.
Path of the Assassin - Kazuo Koike 2007
Hattori Hanzo is a master ninja whose duty is to protect Tokugawa
Ieyasu, the shogun who will eventually unite Japan into one nation.
Rurouni Kenshin: Restoration - Nobuhiro Watsuki 2013-06-04
During the violent upheaval of the Bakumatsu era, Hitokiri Battosai was
a feared and ruthless assassin. But now that the Meiji Restoration has
begun to heal the wounds of civil war, Battosai has taken up a new
name...and a new calling! He is now Himura Kenshin , a rurouni
wanderer who has vowed to only draw his sword to protect those in
need. But not everyone is pleased with Kenshin’s new direction, and
enemies from his dark past have vowed to bring him down! -- VIZ Media
20th Century Boys: The Perfect Edition - Naoki Urasawa 2018-09-18
A deluxe bind-up edition of Naoki Urasawa’s award-winning epic of
doomsday cults, giant robots and a group of friends trying to save the
world from destruction! A deluxe bind-up edition of Naoki Urasawa’s
award-winning epic of doomsday cults, giant robots and a group of
friends trying to save the world from destruction! Humanity, having
faced extinction at the end of the 20th century, would not have entered
the new millennium if it weren’t for them. In 1969, during their youth,
they created a symbol. In 1997, as the coming disaster slowly starts to
unfold, that symbol returns. This is the story of a group of boys who try
to save the world.
Lady Snowblood - Kazuo Koike 2014-11-19
Lady Snowblood is a woman born with a singular purpose, revenge.
Revenge for the death of her father at the hands of greedy criminals.
Revenge for the life of her mother, who birthed her in a prison to
continue this demon's path of death. Sometimes this path is odd,
sometimes sexy, often painful, and always violent. By means of a world's
worth of skills, Lady Snowblood will find her revenge. But who knows
what lies at the end of this path. • Skillfully written by Kazuo Koike of
Lone Wolf and Cub fame and master-drafted by Kazuo Kamimura, Lady
Snowblood is a sexy story of a woman bound by dire desires.
Lone Wolf and Cub Vol. 2: The Gateless Barrier - Kazuo Koike 2000
A stoic Ronin wanders the countryside of ancient Japan, carting his small
child in a vessel that more than meets the eye, with a banner to
advertise: son for hire, sword for hire.
Brothers of the Grass - Kazuo Koike 2000
A stoic Ronin wanders the countryside of ancient Japan, carting his small
child in a vessel that more than meets the eye, with a banner to
advertise: son for hire, sword for hire.
Lone Wolf and Cub Omnibus Volume 9 - Kazuo Koike 2015-07-21
With waves of warriors seemingly incapable of killing ronin swordmaster
Ōgami Ittō, the Shogun opts for stealth and subterfuge to attack the
Lone Wolf. Using a network of prostitute spies to corner Ittō, a master
poisoner waits in the shadows to accomplish what razor-sharp steel could
not! Created by Kazuo Koike and Goseki Kojima, Lone Wolf and Cub has
sold over a million copies of its first Dark Horse English-language
editions, and this acclaimed masterpiece of graphic fiction is now
available in larger format, value-priced editions.
Lone Wolf 2100 Omnibus - Mike Kennedy 2013
In a dying future, young Daisy Ogami carries within her the key to the
world's salvation . . . or destruction. Daisy's only protector is Itto, an
android bodyguard falsely accused of murdering her father. Powerful
lone-wolf-and-cub-omnibus-volume-1
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killed Goldie... is going to pay.
Golden Kamuy - Satoru Noda 2017-06-20
In the early twentieth century, Russo-Japanese War veteran Saichi
“Immortal” Sugimoto scratches out a meager existence during the
postwar gold rush in the wilderness of Hokkaido. When he stumbles
across a map to a fortune in hidden Ainu gold, he sets off on a
treacherous quest to find it. But Sugimoto is not the only interested
party, and everyone who knows about the gold will kill to possess it!
Faced with the harsh conditions of the northern wilderness, ruthless
criminals and rogue Japanese soldiers, Sugimoto will need all his skills
and luck—and the help of an Ainu girl named Asirpa—to survive. -- VIZ
Media
Samurai Executioner Vol. 1 - Kazuo Koike 2004
From the creators of Lone Wolf and Cub comes Samurai Executioner. It’s
true! Before Koike and Kojima created Itto Ogami, they created Kubikiri
Asa, better known to Lone Wolf readers as Decapitator Asaemon. He was
the equal to Itto, bearer of the sword Onibocho, the man charged with
the duty of testing the swords for the shogun. Samurai Executioner is
based on the decapitator himself, in life before his fatal duel with Lone
Wolf. Expect the same legendary drama, frantic action, and stoic samurai
stature, combined with the exemplary art and storytelling that made
Lone Wolf and Cub one of the most popular and influential comic books
in the world! • Never before published in America, Samurai Executioner
was the precursor to one of the most seminal works of manga, Lone Wolf
and Cub! • Since the inception of its Lone Wolf and Cub publishing
program in 2000, Dark Horse has sold over 800,000 copies! And the
series continues to sell thousands per month! • FOR MATURE READERS.

vassal as Hattori Hanzo, but in this last volume of Path of the Assassin,
Koike and Kojima will tell us just how difficult that journey can be.
"Instead of the many stories of the episodic Samurai Assassin, Koike and
Kojima are unfolding a huge story arc, with comparable artfulness." Booklist
Usagi Yojimbo - Stan Sakai 2018-06-14
Stan Sakai’s Usagi Yojimbo is a popular all-ages graphic novel series that
chronicles the action-packed wanderings of a ronin in feudal Japan ― as
told with anthropomorphic animals. For the first ten years of his career,
the battling bunny was published by Fantagraphics Books. This slipcase
set collects that entire run (previously published as seven trade
paperbacks). With over 1000 pages of story, this is the complete,
definitive, early Usagi with plenty of extras for fans and collectors.
Lone Wolf and Cub: The moon in our hearts - Kazuo Koike 2000
A stoic Ronin wanders the countryside of ancient Japan, carting his small
child in a vessel that more than meets the eye, with a banner to
advertise: son for hire, sword for hire.
Frank Miller's Sin City Volume 1: The Hard Goodbye (Fourth Edition) Frank Miller 2021-11-23
This tale of Marv and his angel is steeped in murder, mystery,
corruption, and vengeance. There is no light in a place like Sin City - only
misery, crime, perversion... But for a single moment, amid the filth and
degenerates, the hulking and unstable ex-con Marv has found an angel.
She says her name is Goldie - a goddess who has blessed this wretched
low-life with a night of heaven. But good things never last - a few hours
later, Goldie is dead - murdered by his side without a mark on her body.
Who was she? And who wanted her dead? The cops are on their way - it
smells like a frame job, and this time, they won't let him live. Whoever
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